Emily Jancauskas

It is with great pleasure that I am able to nominate Emily Jancauskas for Excellence in Media Design and Photography for second semester. Over the course of the year, Emily has consistently proven herself to be a hard worker, an inquisitive student, and one who pushes herself in new and interesting ways. I’ve very much enjoyed seeing her passion in the works she creates shine through. Although she may have not always gotten exactly the look she was going for, her positive attitude hung in there and she would ask excellently pointed questions so that she wouldn’t make the same errors next time. Because of that approach, each assignment saw her grow and grow. Her positive “can-do” attitude is infectious and I often saw her working with other students, helping them along while solving problems in interesting ways. On more than one occasion other students in class have commented on how helpful she has been in creating their own works. Emily’s determination and drive is one that I absolutely enjoy, and I look forward to future opportunities for her skills to shine.

~ Matt Bieber